Model Building Builds Model Boys

COMET
MODEL AIRPLANE KITS
for the JET AGE

COMET MODEL HOBBYCRAFT, INC. • Chicago 16, Illinois
CATALOG NO. 461
COMET Paints for Plastics

- Dries to the touch in 5 minutes — thoroughly dry in 20 minutes
- For Painting PLASTIC PLANEs, CARS, BOATS, PLASTIC HOUSEHOLD ARTICLES
- For Touching-Up AUTOS, REFRIGERATORS, BIKES, FURNITURE
- GUARANTEED FINEST PAINT of its kind ON THE MARKET
- BRILLIANT VIVID COLORS — and ONE COAT COVERS

CHOICE OF 14 SPARKLING COLORS
- Dark Blue
- Jet Black
- Red
- Gray
- Orange
- Silver
- Yellow
- Chocolate Brown
- Green
- Olive Drab
- Sky Blue
- Rich Gold
- White
- Thinner

Set-of-Seven

7 Generous Jars in Handy Container

69c Complete

NEW BEAUTY FOR PLASTIC MODELS — MANY OTHER USES

Never a Paint for Plastics with as many uses, and which does such a wonderful job! Big individual 10c jars—or in Comet's new "SET-OF-SEVEN" in handy container—7 generous jars for only 69c! Includes the important basic colors; chart tells how to mix additional shades and tones! Beautiful Hy-Gloss finish for plastic models; touches up dozens of items in and around the home! Finest of its kind—and the greatest value!
ALL-PLASTIC Authentic Scale Models

Like colorful masterpieces, Comet's new series of six plastic models have won the admiration of all America! Not toys, but true-to-scale, faithful reproductions of famed jets and fighters, beautifully molded, rich in authentic detail, with a high-gloss finish in authentic colors. Approximate wingspans 5⅜". Each is complete with its own clear plastic pedestal, the correct decals and simple plans. Ready to be assembled in a matter of moments. And yet—all this "Perfection in Plastics," thanks to Comet's mass-production facilities and tremendous volume, which make it the world's largest manufacturer of model airplanes—retails at only 29c each!

KIT PL-1 GRUMMAN F9F-6 COUGAR
KIT PL-2 N. AMER. F-100 SUPER SABRE
KIT PL-3 LOCKHEED F94C STARFIRE
KIT PL-4 DOUGLAS F4D SKYKNIGHT
KIT PL-5 DOUGLAS F4D SKYRAY
KIT PL-6 REPUBLIC F84F THUNDERSTREAK

Famous Jets and Fighters
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Comet's Sensational All-Plastic Models

at 39c each

in FULL-COLOR BOXES

Another of COMET'S Great Values!

Far and away the most sensational values in the plastic field! Each of these stunning models is a true reproduction of the full-scale airplane, and incorporates all the important exterior details. Molded in realistic colors, each with its own special decal. Windows molded in clear plastic for added realism. Swivel-type pedestals, easy-to-follow instruction sheets in each kit. Boxes vividiy printed in 4-color process with true-to-life paintings of the actual planes in action. Approximate wing spans 7".

KIT PL-20 DOUGLAS B-66
KIT PL-21 BOEING B-52 STRATOFORT
KIT PL-22 BOEING B-47 STRATOFORT
KIT PL-23 PIPER APACHE
KIT PL-24 AERO COMMANDER 680
KIT PL-25 CESSNA 310
Model Builders who wanted to “Build Them All”
asked for these “SIX-in-a-Box” Plastic Groups

Comet’s 29c and 39c plastic models made such a “hit” with model builders, that many bought all six models in each series. So we figured: “Why not pack each group in squadron form—six in a box?” Result: the “SQUADRON of SIX” containing all of our 29c plastics at a money-saving unit price—and the “BIG 6,” which gives you all of our 39c plastics in one handy package—also at a saving! Each box is a striking, full-color masterpiece—and the individual planes are neatly boxed inside. You’ll get a real thrill whichever you buy—why not buy them both?

The “Squadron of Six”

Included in this stunning full-color box are all these famous jets and fighters:

KIT PL-1 GRUMMAN F9F-4 COUGAR
KIT PL-2 N. AMER. F-100 SUPER SABRE
KIT PL-3 LOCKHEED F94C STARFIRE
KIT PL-4 DOUGLAS F3D SKYKNIGHT
KIT PL-5 DOUGLAS F4D SKYRAID
KIT PL-6 REPUBLIC F84F THUNDERSTREAK

$169

The “BIG SIX”

This well-balanced group includes all six of our 39c plastics—jets and executive planes—in a big box at a price that makes it a real value:

KIT FL-20 DOUGLAS B-46
KIT FL-31 BOEING B-52 STRATOFORTRESS
KIT FL-22 BOEING B-47 STRATOJET
KIT FL-23 PIPER APACHE
KIT FL-24 AERO COMMANDER 680
KIT FL-25 CESSNA 310

$229
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MORE "MIRACLES IN PLASTIC"
by Comet

at 69c each

THE BEECHCRAFT SUPER 18

KIT NO. PL-502—69c
This is a scale model, astonishingly realistic, of the luxurious new twin-engined Beechcraft Executive Transport Plane which represents the last word in roomy comfort and deluxe appointments. The model is molded in vivid colored plastic. Engines are fully detailed; propellers really spin. All windows and windshield are molded of clear plastic. Complete with three-color decals and a ball swivel stand which shows off the model to best advantage. Wingspan 10\', length 6\'6\". Individually packed in stunning full-color box.

THE REPUBLIC P-47 THUNDERBOLT

KIT NO. PL-501—69c
A beautifully detailed model—in all plastic—of the fighter-bomber which played such a big part in Europe and the Pacific during World War II. It cut the enemy's communications and supply lines; also used effectively as a high-altitude escort fighter. Comet's model of this great plane has a 4-bladed prop that spins, clear canopy, gas tanks and machine gun, pilot, full-color decals. Model is in authentic color, and comes with ball-swivel stand. Wingspan 9\', length 7\'6\". Individually packed in a 4-color box with action-packed picture.
BIG, IMPRESSIVE, VALUE-PACKED

PLASTIC MODELS

at 98c
each

THE GRUMMAN S-2F-1 HUNTER-KILLER

ALL PLASTIC

KIT NO. PL-301—98c

This is the Navy's answer to the submarine! Hunts out enemy subs with magnetic, radar and sonar devices, and destroys them with rockets and bombs. Comet's accurate replica of this great plane is true-1/9 scale, and includes extensible sonar tunnel and magnetic detector beam, faithfully reproduced. Resists are mounted beneath each wing and all markings and insignia are supplied in three-color decals. Ball-swivel display stand included. Wingspan 15 1/2; length 95/8; individually packaged in full-color box with picture of plane in thrilling action.

THE BOEING 707 STRATO TANKER

ALL PLASTIC

KIT NO. PL-100—98c

With a wingspan of 12 1/4" and a length of 12 1/2", this Comet all-plastic model of the Boeing 707 is a stand-out! 10 wheel landing gear, all important exterior details including forward pilot's cabin, 12 oval windows molded in clear plastic, easy-to-follow instructions for quick assembly; complete decals for an eye-catching, colorful finished model. A true-to-scale masterpiece in a full color carton.
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**D and H Lines Flash-Bilt Sling-Launched Flying Models**

Build 'em in a flash—watch them fly like a streak! No tools—just cement them together! Complete with powerful rubber sling which sends these jet-powered models way up into the air at terrific speeds—or throw them as gliders. Printed in 2 colors on high-quality kraft. Completely die-cut, packed in 3-color carton. "D" Line models, wingspan 7" to 8½"—10c each; "H" Line models, wingspan 8½" to 9½"—20c each.

- **Kit D-1** Curtiss P40 Tiger Shark
- **Kit D-4** N. Amer. P51 Mustang
- **Kit D-5** Douglas F93 Skyknight
- **Kit D-6** Lockheed F94C Starfire

**B Line Solid Scale Models**

- **Kit B-1** Grumman F6F Hellcat
- **Kit B-2** Republic P47 Thunderbolt
- **Kit B-3** Lockheed F80 Shooting Star
- **Kit B-4** Northrup F89 Scorpion
- **Kit B-8** Piper Cub

**S Line Solid Scale Models**

- **Kit S-1** Aeronca Sedan
- **Kit S-6** Stinson 150 Voyager
- **Kit S-5** Luscombe Sky Pal
- **Kit S-3** Cessna 170

There's a world of fun and a sense of achievement in building these handsome models! We give you clear, high-grade balsa, plastic bubbles, or balsa-cut parts to add realism to the warplane models. Truly complete kits; wingspan 8½" to 9½".

- **Kit S-1** Aeronca Sedan
- **Kit S-2** Cessna 170
- **Kit S-3** Piper Cub
- **Kit S-4** Taylorcraft
- **Kit S-5** Luscombe Sky Pal
- **Kit S-6** Stinson 150 Voyager

"H" Kits designated by some kit numbers—white print. All models available in both series.
Comet Struct-o-Speed
E-Z-to-Build FLYING MODELS

KIT G-6 FOKKER D V111
KIT G-11 N. AMER. PS1 MUSTANG
KIT G-7 BEECHCRAFT A35 BONANZA
KIT G-3 AERONCA SEDAN
KIT G-10 CURTISS ROBIN
KIT G-8 RYAN NAVION
KIT G-9 GLOBE SWIFT
KIT G-11 N. AMER. PS1 MUSTANG
KIT G-12 MONOCOUPE

"G" LINE
15c

SO EASY TO BUILD – SO THRILLING TO FLY!

Now in bright, sparkling, new, full-color boxes, the models in Comet’s "G" Line are "stand-outs" in their price field! Thanks to Comet's famed "Struct-O-Speed" construction method, these models of popular sports and fighter planes actually seem to put themselves together! The secret is pre-fabrication! Wingspans 8½" to 10". Build one—and you'll want to build all twelve.

KIT G-1 PIPER CUB
KIT G-2 TAYLORCRAFT
KIT G-3 AERONCA SEDAN
KIT G-4 STINSON 150 VOYAGER
KIT G-5 CESSNA 140
KIT G-6 FOKKER D V111
KIT G-7 BEECHCRAFT A35 BONANZA
KIT G-8 RYAN NAVION
KIT G-9 GLOBE SWIFT
KIT G-10 CURTISS ROBIN
KIT G-11 N. AMER. PS1 MUSTANG
KIT G-12 MONOCOUPE
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Comet Flying Scale Models

Kit N-1
Curtiss P-40 Tiger Shark

Kit N-9
Sikorsky R6 Helicopter

Kit N-17
Spad

Kit N-16
Fokker D V11

Kit N-6
Taylorcraft

The miracle of mass production, utilizing the most modern machinery and methods, make possible these terrific values! These are big, big models, with wingspans ranging from 16" all the way up to 32"—values only Comet, world's largest manufacturers of model airplanes, could bring you! Each kit is amazingly complete, easy to build, and a great performer in the air. Choose from many jets and fighters, as well as popular sports planes. The new boxes are colorful, easy to "spot" on your dealer's shelves in their rich, full colors! Look for them!

"N" Line
29c

Fighter Models and Other Popular Planes

KIT N-1 CURTISS P-40 TIGER SHARK
KIT N-2 N. AMER. F6F D SABRE JET
KIT N-4 GLOSTER SWIFT
KIT N-6 TAYLORCRAFT
KIT N-8 N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG
KIT N-9 SIKORSKY R6 HELICOPTER
KIT N-11 RYAN NAVION

KIT N-12 FIREFLY
KIT N-15 PIPER CUB
KIT N-16 FOKKER D V11
KIT N-17 SPAD
KIT N-24 PHANTOM FURY
KIT N-25 AERONCA "KC"
KIT N-26 STINSON SR-7
Comet Struct-o-Speed

E-Z-to-Build

FLYING MODELS

KIT Q-14
N. AMER. F86 SABRE JET

KIT Q-11
N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG

KIT Q-9
GLOBE SWIFT

KIT Q-13
REPUBLIC F84 THUNDERJET

KIT Q-12
SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE

"Q" LINE 29c

Every part in these all-balsa kits is completely prefabricated to make building a breeze! It's the magic of Comet's "Struct-O-Speed" method that lets you launch your model into the air in record time! Plastic props included; wingspans 13' to 15'. You have 14 great models to choose from—from jets and fighters to popular sports and personal planes.

BEAUTIES

in

BALSA

KIT Q-1 PIPER CUB
KIT Q-2 TAYLORCRAFT
KIT Q-3 AERONCA SEDAN
KIT Q-4 STINSON 150 VOYAGER
KIT Q-5 CESSNA 140
KIT Q-6 FOKKER D 111
KIT Q-7 BEECH A35 BONANZA

KIT Q-4 RYAN NAVION
KIT Q-9 GLOBE SWIFT
KIT Q-10 CURTISS ROBIN
KIT Q-11 N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG
KIT Q-12 SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE
KIT Q-13 REPUBLIC F84 THUNDERJET
KIT Q-14 N. AMER. F86 SABRE JET
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Comet Struct-o-Speed

E-Z-to-Build FLYING MODELS

KIT K-4
N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG

KIT K-5
N. AMER. F6D SABRE JET

KIT K-1
AERONCA SEDAN

KIT K-6
REPUBLIC F84 THUNDERJET

KIT K-2
PIPER CUB SUPER CRUISER

"K" LINE
50c

Famous Jets—
Popular
Sports Planes
Build 'em ALL!

If anything ever comes along to beat Comet's "K" Line in value—it will be another Comet line! These models are a challenge to the entire model airplane industry—every part prefabricated, each kit complete with plastic cowling and prep. all balsa "Holt-O-Wing," slide-off insignia and numeral decals, and many more outstanding features! This is a "balanced" line—three jets and fighters and three favorite "personal transportation" planes. Wingspans 9" to 12 ¾"—each model faithfully scaled down from the original!

KIT K-1 AERONCA SEDAN
KIT K-2 PIPER CUB SUPER CRUISER
KIT K-3 TAYLORCRAFT
KIT K-4 N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG
KIT K-5 N. AMER. F6D SABRE JET
KIT K-6 REPUBLIC F84 THUNDERJET
Big Wingspans—Amazing Flyability—Rubber-powered but suitable for ½ A Engine

Big wingspans—amazing flyability—authentic design—those are the "big three" features of Comet's "R" Line—the pride and joy of our Designing Department! Wingspans 20" to 32", rubber-powered, but suitable for use with ½ A engines. Like all Comet balsa models, this group of fighters, jets and sport planes, comes to you in handsome new full-color boxes.

KIT R-1  DOUGLAS SBD-3 DAUNTLESS  KIT R-6  VULTEE A35 VENGEANCE
KIT R-2  SUPERMARINE SPITFIRE IX  KIT R-7  PIPER CUB
KIT R-3  GRUMMAN TBF-1 AVENGER  KIT R-8  ERCOUPE
KIT R-4  VOUGHT F4U-1 CORSAIR  KIT R-9  SPARKY
KIT R-5  N. AMER. TBM-3 SABRE JET  KIT R-10  N. AMER. F100 SUPER SABRE
KIT R-11  GRUMMAN F9F PANTHER
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The Last Word in PREFABRICATION — and TOP VALUE!

Your dollar never looked so big as when it buys one of these truly remarkable Struct-O-Speed models! Comet's "M" Line is prefabricated in the fullest sense of the word — with shaped all balsa "Holl-O-Wing," finished plastic parts and bubble canopies — and every part die-cut, ready to put together! Spring-type shock-absorbing landing gear; realistic decals, easy-to-follow plans. Rubber-powered, or suitable for use with ½ A engines.

KIT M-1 TAYLORCRAFT
KIT M-2 PIPER CUB CRUISER
KIT M-3 AERONCA SEDAN
KIT M-4 BEECHCRAFT A33 BONANZA
KIT M-6 BELLANCA CRUISAIR
KIT M-6 ERCOUPE
KIT M-7 DOUGLAS F3D SKYKNIGHT
KIT M-8 GRUMMAN F9F-6 COUGAR
KIT M-9 N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG
Giant Wingspans!

Giant Values!

Rubber-powered
but suitable
for 1/2 A Engine

These big-wingspan models, in their handsome new boxes, are way out in front of all competition! Imagine getting these flying scale models with giant wingspans ranging from 24” all the way up to 54” for only $1.29! You can fly these big beauties rubber powered, but they’re also adaptable for use with 1/2 A or “Jetex” engines. Performance that’s “out of this world”—and a big line-up of fighters and jets to choose from!

KIT Y-1  N. AMER. F51 MUSTANG
KIT Y-2  DOUGLAS A26 INVADER
KIT Y-3  REPUBLIC P47 THUNDERBOLT
KIT Y-4  GRUMMAN F6F HELLCAT
KIT Y-5  LOCKHEED P38 LIGHTN.
KIT Y-6  REPUBLIC F84F THUNDERSTRK'

KIT Y-7  GRUMMAN F9F-6 COUGAR
KIT Y-8  TAYLORCRAFT 54" WGPSN'
KIT Y-9  DOUGLAS P4D SKYRAY
KIT Y-10  PIPER CUB 40" WGPSN'
KIT Y-11  DOUGLAS D338-1 SKYSTREAK
KIT Y-12  N. AMER. F6FD SABRE JET

"Y" Line
$129
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2 Great Control Models

ROOKIE TRAINER
for "B" or "C" Engines

KIT NO. T-4
U-Control Model

$350

LITTLE SCHMOE
for 1/2 A Engines

A prefabricated die-cut job with completely finished parts that fit together with amazing ease. New wide landing gear and nose gear mean safer landings. Simple enough for the beginner, yet extremely interesting to the experienced model builder.

$150

U-Control Model

KIT NO. T-17

Get the MOST FUN for the LEAST MONEY with COMET'S JET FIGHTER-GLIDER

A "stunt" glider you put together in minutes, that gives you a world of "kicks"! Big 11-1/2" wingspan. 8-1/2" fuselage made of clear, quality balsa, color-printed. Every part completely finished and ready to put together in a jiffy; each glider in an individual protective bag. Inserted nose weight. Watch 'til you see it loop the loop, soar, dive, or just sail along! Another great Comet value at only 10c!
Comet Model Boats

To the model builder who has a keen interest in boats, Comet offers a complete line of authentic and realistic models, all with a wealth of detail. And you get a lot of boat for the money, thanks to Comet's manufacturing know-how and mass-production.

KIT NO. J4 SUBMARINE—A remarkable realistic model of Uncle Sam's P-5 Submarine, with 8 cur-                    pulse tubes. Direct deep, armor-                    ged against enemy torpedoes.       18" long .................................. 75c

KIT NO. J6 DESTROYER—A real-life model of the heroic destroyer which conveyed our big                    ships through enemy-washed waters. 15" long .................................. 75c

KIT NO. J2 PATROL TORPEDO BOAT—Realistic model of the                    famous PT9—the "Sokol" of World War II. Four harpoons tubes, capable of 30 knots. 15" long. 75c

KIT NO. J5 AIRCRAFT CARRIER SARATOGA—From the flight deck                    of this famed carrier our fighter                    planes were to meet and defeat the                    enemy. We have reproduced the SARA-                    TOGA faithfully in this uncorgin-                    ized kit. 12" long .................................. 75c

The J-3, J-4, J-5 and J-6 have shaped boiler hull, clearly printed boiler parts, special gauge wire for                    most where required, authentic refit                    parts and markings, and to-follow                    detailed plans, boiler partial and other extras.

BOATS 50c - 75c - 1.00

50c

COMET JET RACER

If you want action, here it is! If you like "sport model" cars—                    you'll love this racer! It has the sleek lines of the imported jobs and                    the record-breaking "specials" that make automobile history! Yes, a COMET JET RACER has real "get-up" and "go"!                    Actually travels fast, because it is powered by CO-2 cartridges. Construction is amazingly simple, because that's the way we                    designed it. This "baby" is really complete, including wheels and lots of detail. 7" long. Kit No. Z-2: .............................. 50c
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"WHAT'S the DOPE" on DOPE?

Comet gives you Top Quality in a Big Jar for only 10c

The newest, truest colors—the finest possible dope—and still only 10c for a big, big jar! It may be a mystery to the trade—but all you care about, as a model builder, is that Comet gives you the very best dope modern science can perfect—and you save money on every jar! Comet Dope covers like no other, flows on smoothly, dries quickly, makes any model look better. Remarkable resistance to separation and hardening. Because we're the biggest model airplane manufacturers, we know what model builders want in a dope—and this is it!

Comet's "HOT-FUEL" PROOFER

Brushes on easily—and one coat protects! Colorless—does not affect dope. Protects the finish of your valuable models. A big jar for only.....

A Full Range of Brilliant, Up-To-The Minute Colors

- Insignia Blue
- Insignia Red
- Aeronca Orange
- Taylorcraft Yellow
- Stinson Green
- Horizon Blue
- Insignia White
- Jet Black
- Battleship Gray
- Regal Maroon
- Rich Gold
- Silver
- Aircraft Cream
- Gloss Top Coat
- Sanding Sealer
- Thinner
- Clear
- Chocolate Brown
- Olive Drab
NOW MORE THAN EVER BEFORE

COMET offers a BETTER CEMENT for EVERY PURPOSE ... and each only

10¢ 15¢ 25¢

COMET CEMENT for PLASTICS
DRIES FAST HOLDS TIGHT COLORLESS

COMET CEMENT
DRIES FAST HOLDS TIGHT COLORLESS

EXTRA FAST DRYING
HOLDS TIGHT COLORLESS

CEMENT for PLASTICS
10¢ and 25¢

REGULAR CEMENT
10¢
also 15¢ and 25¢ Giant Sizes

COMET'S FAMOUS REGULAR CEMENT—A typical quality cement that holds tighter than tight! Popular with model builders, but equally useful for repairs around the home. Generous Tube 10¢. Also available in Giant 15¢ and 25¢ Tubes.

COMET'S EXTRA-FAST DRYING CEMENT—For the model builder who works rapidly. Takes hold quickly and grips tight; saves time and gives best results! A special-purpose cement is a generous-size 10¢ tube. Also available in Giant 25¢ Tubes.

COMET'S CEMENT FOR PLASTIC—First cement of its type in a smart, lithographed metal tube. If you build plastic models or want to repair plastic objects, you'll find that this special cement does a better job in less time. 10¢ and 25¢ tubes.
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TWO-OF-A-KIND—and both ACES!

COMET’S ALL-PLASTIC READY-TO-FLY U-CONTROL SCALE GAS MODEL

THE Mustang F-51

Complete with Herkimer 1/2A .049-B GAS ENGINE with “AUTO-RECOIL” STARTER

Big—beautiful—way up in performance and sales—that’s Comet’s great ALL-PLASTIC control gas model of the MUSTANG F-51! Made of high-impact plastic in a striking two-tone color scheme, it’s complete with Herkimer 1/2A.049-B Gas Engine with “Auto-Recoil” Starter. Needs no “building”—truly ready-to-fly! Magnificent protective cheat printed in rich colors. Nothing even comes close to this inspired scale model of the plane that made history in America’s air battles!

$12.95

Wingspan—16” Length—15½” Weight—approx. 7½ oz.

PLM-45

—and at the peak of its tremendous popularity

THE Sabre 44 ALL-PLASTIC READY-TO-FLY U-CONTROL GAS MODEL

Complete with Herkimer 1/2A .049-B GAS ENGINE

Comet’s superb ready-to-fly ALL-PLASTIC SABRE 44 is easily the most popular plane of its type ever produced! High-impact plastic gives this control gas model amazing durability; swept-back wing design and a powerful Gas Engine give it flashing performance! Nothing to assemble—it’s ready to take to the air the moment it’s fueled! The vivid colors of the model are matched by its brilliantly colored container. Only Comet could offer such value!

$9.95

Wingspan—14” Length—14½” Weight—6¾ oz.
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